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Abstract

In this brief stereo-vocal portrayal, we report on a literacy development success story from a perhaps unlikely 
quarter. We two-white, male, deliberatively iconoclastic tenure-track assistant professors, one in French language 
and culture study, the other in reading and literacy education, respectively-here celebrate the improvement of our 
teaching and conceptual understanding of literacy through a relationship built first upon friendship rather than 
professional circumstance, student response rather than ideological conviction, and a shared dissonant cultural 
atypicality vis. academe's preferred stances. Our personal and intuitive "findings" are, not surprisingly, equally 
unlikely. At a time in American education when direct, didactic and scripted pedagogy and curriculums seem to 
be, where not long a matter of tradition, ascendant by dint of governmental fiat, we have come through our 
comparative experience to prefer the greater efficacy for adolescent learners of developmental, transactional, and 
holistic conceptions of literacy education.
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